
1
introduction
We know that geometry originated from the need of measuring land or recasting/refixing its 
boundaries in the process of distribution of certain land or field among different people. You 
may recall that the part of the plane enclosed by a simple closed curve is called a planar region 
corresponding to that figure and the magnitude (or measure) of this plane region is called the 
area of that figure. This magnitude of measure is always expressed with the help of a number 
(in some unit) such as 15 cm2, 32 m2, 3·5 hectares etc. so, we can say that the area of a simple 
closed plane figure is a number (in some unit) associated with the part of the plane enclosed 
by the figure.  

In earlier classes, we have learnt some formulae for finding the areas of some different simple 
closed plane figures such as triangle, rectangle, square, parallelogram etc. In this chapter, we 
shall consolidate the knowledge about these formulae by studying some relationship between 
the areas of these geometric figures under the condition when they lie on the same base 
(or equal bases) and between the same parallel lines.

13.1 axioms of area
❑ Congruence area axiom

 If two figures are congruent, then the areas enclosed by 
these figures are equal.
 Thus, if two figures a and b are congruent, then 
area enclosed by a = area enclosed by b.
This is known as congruence area axiom.
In the adjoining figure, ΔabC ≅ ΔPQR.
so, area of ΔabC = area of ΔPQR.
 Note that by area of ΔabC we mean the area of the region enclosed by the triangle abC.

❑ Addition area axiom

 If a planar region R consists of two non-overlapping planar regions R1 and R2, then 
area of region R = area of region R1 + area of region R2.
This is known as addition area axiom.
 In the adjoining figure, planar regions R1 and R2 are non-
overlapping. If R is the total  region i.e. the region made up 
of regions R1 and R2, then 

 area of region R = area of region R1 + area of region R2.
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13.2 equal fiGures
Two figures are called equal if and only if they have equal area.
  as two congruent figures have equal area, therefore, two congruence figures are always 

equal figures. However, the converse may not be true i.e. two equal figures may not be 
congruent.
For example, consider the two right triangles abC and PQR given below:

C

a b P Q

R

6 cm 4 cm

2 cm
3 cm

area of D abC = 
1
2

6 2× ×



  cm2 = 6 cm2.

area of D PQR = 
1
2

4 3× ×



  cm2 = 6 cm2.

∴  area of D abC = area of D PQR
⇒  DabC and DPQR are equal figures.
Clearly, these triangles are not congruent.

13.3 theorems on area
Theorem 13.1
A diagonal of a parallelogram divides it into two triangles 

of equal areas.

Given. abCd is a parallelogram and aC is its one 
diagonal.

To prove. area of D abC = area of D aCd.

Proof.

Statements Reasons

In DabC and DCda

1. ab = dC 1. Opp. sides of ||  gm abCd.

2. bC = ad 2. Opp. sides of ||  gm abCd.

3. aC = aC 3. Common.

4. D abC ≅ D Cda 4. sss rule of congruency.

5. area of D abC = area of D aCd
 Q.E.D.

5. Congruence area axiom.

Theorem 13.2
Parallelograms on the same base and between the same parallel lines are equal in area.

Given. Two parallelograms abCd and abeF on the same 
base ab and between the same parallel lines ab and de.

To prove. area of || gm abCd = area of || gm abeF.

b
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Proof.

Statements Reasons

In ΔadF and ΔbCe

1. ∠adF = ∠bCe 1. Corres. ∠s, ad || bC and de is a transversal.

2. ∠aFd = ∠beC 2. Corres. ∠s, aF || be and de is a transversal.

3. ad = bC 3. Opp. sides of   || gm abCd.

4. ΔadF ≅ ΔbCe 4. aas rule of congruency.

5. area of ΔadF = area of ΔbCe 5. Congruent figures have equal area.

6.  area of ΔadF + area of quad. abCF = 
area of ΔbCF + area of quad. abCF

6. adding same area on both sides.

7.  area of || gm abCd
= area of || gm abeF

7. addition area axiom.

Corollary 1. A parallelogram and a rectangle on the same base and between the same parallel lines 
are equal in area.

Proof. Let a parallelogram abCd and a rectangle abeF 
be on the same base ab and between the same parallel lines 
ab and FC (as shown in the adjoining figure).

We want to prove that area of  || gm abCd = area of rect. abeF. 
since a rectangle is also a parallelogram, therefore, 
area of || gm abCd = area of rect. abeF (Theorem 13.2).
Hence, a parallelogram and a rectangle on the same base and between the same parallel 

lines are equal in area.
Corollary 2. Area of a parallelogram = base × height.
Proof. by corollary 1, we have
area of parallelogram abCd = area of rectangle abeF …(i) 
      (see figure of corollary 1)
also area of rectangle abeF = ab × be …(ii) 
From (i) and (ii), we get
area of parallelogram abCd = ab × be = base × height.
Hence, the area of a parallelogram = base × height.
Corollary 3. Parallelograms with equal bases and between the same parallels are equal in area.
Proof. Let abCd and eFgH be two parallelograms with equal bases i.e. ab = eF and 

between the same parallel lines eb and HC.
From b, draw bm ⊥ dC and from e, draw eN ⊥ Hg, then 

bm = eN 
(  ebmN is a rectangle (why?)), 

so opp. sides are equal i.e. bm = eN)
by corollary 2,
area of parallelogram abCd = base × height = ab × bm
   = eF × eN (  ab = eF and bm = eN)
   = area of parallelogram eFgH.
Hence, parallelograms with equal bases and between the same parallel lines are equal in 

area.
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❑ Converse of theorem 13.2

The converse of the above theorem 13.2 is also true. In fact, we have:

Theorem 13.3

Parallelograms on the same base and having equal areas lie between same parallel lines.

Given. Two parallelograms abCd and abeF on the same 
base ab and area of || gm abCd = area of || gm abeF.

To prove. ab || FC.

Construction. From d, draw dm ⊥ ab and from e, draw 
eN ⊥ ab.

Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. area of || gm abCd = ab × dm 1. area of a || gm = base × height.

2. area of || gm abeF = ab × eN 2. area of a || gm = base × height.

3. ab × dm = ab × eN
 ⇒ dm = eN

3.  area of || gm abCd = area of || gm abeF (given)

4. dm || eN 4.  dm and eN are both perpendicular to the same 
line ab.

5. dmNe is a parallelogram. 5.  Two sides dm and eN of quad. dmNe are equal 
and parallel.

6. mN || de i.e. ab || FC 6. by definition of a || gm.

Corollary 1. Parallelograms on equal bases and having equal areas have equal corresponding 
altitudes.

(In the above proof of the theorem, we obtained dm = eN, so || gm abCd and || gm abeF 
have equal corresponding altitudes.)

Corollary 2. Parallelograms on equal bases and having equal areas lie between same parallel 
lines.

Theorem 13.4

Area of a triangle is half that of a parallelogram on the same base and between the same 
parallel lines.

Given. a triangle abe and a parallelogram abCd on the 
same base ab and between the same parallel lines ab and 
dC.

To prove. area of Δabe = 1
2

 area of || gm abCd.

Construction. Through b, draw bF || ae to meet dC 
(produced) at F.

a m N b
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Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. abFe is a parallelogram 1. by construction.

2.  area of Δabe = 
1
2

area of || gm abFe

2.  be is a diagonal of || gm abFe, and a diagonal 
divides it into two triangles of equal areas.

3.  area of || gm abCd =
area of || gm abFe

3.  Parallelograms on the same base and between 
the same parallels are equal in area.

4.  area of Δabe =
1
2

area of || gm abCd

4. From 2 and 3.

Corollary 1. Area of a triangle = 1
2

 base × height

Proof. Let abC be a triangle with base bC and aN ⊥ bC, 
then height of ΔabC = aN. Through a and C draw lines parallel 
to bC and ba to meet at d, then abCd is a parallelogram.

Thus, ΔabC and parallelogram abCd are on the same 
base bC and between same parallel lines bC and ad.

area of ΔabC = 1
2

 area of parallelogram abCd (Theorem 13.4)

   = 1
2

 bC × aN (area of || gm = base × height)

   = 1
2

 base × height.

Corollary 2. A median of a triangle divides it into two triangles of equal areas. 

Proof. Let abC be any triangle and ad be one of its 
medians (shown in the adjoining figure).

We need to show that area of Δabd = area of ΔaCd. 

From a, draw aN ⊥ bC.

Now, area (Δabd) = 1
2

base × corresponding height

   = 1
2

bd × aN = 1
2

 dC × aN

 (  d is mid-point of bC, so bd = dC)  

   = area of ΔaCd.

Hence, a median of a triangle divides it into two triangles of equal area.

Corollary 3. Area of a trapezium = 1
2

 (sum of parallel sides) × height.

Proof. Let abCd be a trapezium in which ab || dC. Join 
aC.  From C, draw CN ⊥ ab and from a, draw am ⊥ Cd 
(produced). 

 Then CN = am = height of trapezium

    = h (say).

   area of trapezium abCd = area of ΔabC + area of ΔaCd)

    = 1
2

 ab × CN + 1
2

 dC × am

b N C
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    = 1
2

(ab × h + dC × h) = 1
2

 (ab + dC) × h

    = 1
2

(sum of parallel sides) × height.
Theorem 13.5
Triangles on the same base (or equal bases) and between the same parallel lines are equal 

in area.
Given. Two triangles abC and bCd on the same 

bC and between the same parallel lines bC and l.
To prove. area of ΔabC = area of ΔbCd.
Construction. Through C, draw Ce || ba and 

CF || bd to meet line l at e and F respectively.
Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. abCe is a parallelogram. 1. bC || ae (given), Ce || ba (Const.)

2. bCFd is a parallelogram 2. bC || dF (given), CF || bd (Const.) 

3.  area of || gm abCe = area of || gm bCFd. 3.  Parallelogram on same base and 
between same parallel lines.

4.  area of ΔabC = 1
2

 area of || gm abCe 4.  area of a Δ is half that of a || gm on the 
same base and between same parallels.

5.  area of ΔbCd = 1
2

 area of || gm bCFd 5.  area of a Δ is half that of a || gm on the 
same base and between same parallels.

6. area of ΔabC = area of ΔbCd 6. From 3, 4 and 5.

❑  Converse of theorem 13.5
The converse of the above theorem 13.5 is also true. In fact, we have:
Theorem 13.6
Triangles on the same base (or equal bases) and having equal areas lie between the same 

parallel lines.
Given. Two triangles abC and abd on the same base ab, 

and area of ΔabC = area of Δabd.
To prove. Cd   || ab.
Construction. From C and d, draw perpendiculars 

Cm and dN on ab respectively.
Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. area of ΔabC = 1
2

 ab × Cm 1. area of a triangle = 1
2

 base × height.

2. area of Δabd = 1
2

 ab × dN 2. same as above.

3. 1
2

 ab × Cm = 1
2

 ab × dN 3. area of ΔabC  = area of Δabd (given)

4. Cm = dN 4. From 3, cancelling 1
2

 ab.
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5. Cm   || dN
5.  Cm and dN are both perpendiculars to 

the same line ab.

6. CmNd is a parallelogram.
6.  Two sides Cm and dN of quad. CmNd 

are equal and parallel.

7. Cd   || mN i.e. Cd || ab 7. by definition of a   || gm.

Corollary 1. Triangles on the same base (or equal bases) and having equal areas have equal 
corresponding altitudes.

(In the above proof of the theorem, we obtained Cm = dN. so, ΔabC and Δabd have 
equal corresponding altitudes.)

Corollary 2. If two triangles lie between the same parallels (i.e. have equal altitudes), then the ratio 
of their areas equals the ratio of their bases.

Corollary 3. If two triangles have equal bases, then the ratio of their areas equals the ratio of their 
altitudes.

Illustrative Examples
Example 1. P and Q are any two points lying on the sides DC and AD respectively of a 

parallelogram ABCD. Show that area of ΔAPB = area of ΔBQC.
Solution. given a parallelogram abCd, and P and Q are 

points lying on the sides dC and ad respectively as shown in 
the adjoining figure.

 as ΔaPb and || gm abCd are on the same base and 
between the same parallels ab and dC,

   area of ΔaPb = 1
2

 area of || gm abCd …(i)

also, as ΔbQC and || gm abCd are on the same bC and between the same parallels 
ad and bC,

   area of ΔbQC = 1
2

 area of || gm abCd …(ii)

From (i) and (ii), we get
   area of ΔaPb = area of ΔbQC.

Example 2. In the adjoining figure, ABCD is a rectangle with 
sides AB = 8 cm and AD = 5 cm. Compute
 (i) area of parallelogram ABEF
 (ii) area of DEFG.

Solution. (i) area of ||  gm abeF
  = area of rectangle abCd

(on the same base ab and between the same parallels ab and de) 
  = (8 × 5) cm2 = 40 cm2.

 (ii) area of DeFg = 1
2

 area of ||  gm abeF

(on the same base Fe and between the same parallels Fe and ag)

    = 
1
2

40×



  cm2 = 20 cm2.
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Example 3. A point E is taken on the side BC of a parallelogram ABCD. AE and DC are produced 
to meet at F. Prove that

area of ΔADF = area of quad. ABFC.  

Solution. Join aC and bF.

as triangles aCF and bCF have same base CF and are 
between the same parallels ab and CF (  ab  || dC),

  area of ΔaCF = area of ΔbCF …(i)

as diagonal aC divides || gm abCd into two triangles of 
equal area,

  area of ΔdaC =  area of ΔabC …(ii) 

On adding (i) and (ii), we get 

   area of ΔaCF + area of ΔdaC = area of ΔbCF + area of ΔabC

⇒  area of ΔadF = area of quad. abFC.

Example 4. The diagonals of a parallelogram ABCD intersect at 
O. A straight line through O meets AB at P and the opposite side CD 

at Q. Prove that area of quad. APQD = 1
2

 area of ||  gm ABCD.

Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. area of D aCd = 1
2

 area of ||  gm abCd 1.  diagonal divides a || gm into two Ds  of 
equal area.

In DOaP and DOCQ

2. ∠ OaP = ∠ OCQ 2. alt. ∠ s.

3. ∠ aOP = ∠ COQ 3. Vert. opp. ∠ s.

4. aO = OC 4. diagonals bisect each other.

5. D OaP ≅ D OCQ 5. asa rule of congruency.

6. area of D OaP = area of D OCQ 6. Congruence area axiom.

7.   area of D OaP + area of quad. aOQd
 = area of D OCQ + area of quad. aOQd

7. adding same area on both sides.

8.  area of quad. aPQd = area of D aCd 8. addition area axiom.

9.  area of quad. aPQd

= 1
2

 area of ||  gm abCd

  Q.E.D.

9. From 8 and 1.

Example 5. ABCD is a trapezium with AB || DC, and diagonals 
AC and BD meet at O. Prove that area of D DAO = area of D OBC.
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Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. ab || dC 1. given.

2. area of D abd = area of D abC 2.  Ds on the same base ab and between 
the same parallels ab and Cd are 
equal in area.

3.  area of D daO + area of D Oab 
= area of D ObC + area of D Oab

3. addition area axiom.

4. area of D daO = area of D ObC
  Q.E.D.

4.  subtracting same area from both 
sides.

Example 6. The diagonals AC and BD of a quadrilateral ABCD 
intersect at O. If OB = OD, prove that the triangles ABC and ACD 
are equal in area.

Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. aO is median of D abd 1. Ob = Od (given).

2. area of D Oab = area of D Oad
2.  median divides a D into two D s of 

equal area.

3. CO is median of D Cbd 3. Ob = Od (given)

4. area of D ObC = area of D OCd
4.  median divides a D into two D s of 

equal area.

5.  area of D Oab + area of D ObC 
= area of D Oad + area of D OCd

5. adding 2 and 4

6. area of D abC = area of D aCd
  Q.E.D.

6. addition area axiom.

Example 7. In quadrilateral ABCD, M is mid-point of the 
diagonal AC. Prove that area of quad. ABMD = area of quad. 
DMBC.

Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. bm is median of D bCa 1. m is mid-point of aC (given).

2. area of D abm = area of D mbC 2.  median divides a D into two Ds of 
equal area.

3. dm is median of D daC 3. m is mid-point of aC (given).

4. area of D dam = area of D dmC 4.  median divides a triangle into two 
Ds of equal area.

5.  area of D abm + area of D dam = area of 
D mbC + area of D dmC

5. adding 2 and 4.

6. area of quad. abmd = area of quad. dmbC
  Q.E.D.

6. addition area axiom.
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Example 8. In the adjoining figure, D is mid-point of AB 
and P is any point on side BC of ΔABC. If CQ || PD meets AB in 

Q, then prove that area of ΔBPQ = 1
2

 area of ΔABC.

 Solution. Join Cd.

Triangles dPQ and dPC are on the same base Pd and 
between same parallels CQ and Pd,

∴  area of ΔPdQ = area of ΔdPC …(i)

as d is mid-point of ab, so Cd is a median of ΔabC. 
since a median divides a triangle into two triangles of equal 
area,

  area of ΔbCd = 1
2

area of ΔabC

⇒  area of ΔbPd + area of ΔdPC = 1
2

area of ΔabC

⇒  area of ΔbPd + area of ΔdPQ = 1
2

 area of ΔabC (using (i))

⇒  area of ΔbPQ = 1
2

area of ΔabC.

Example 9. In the adjoining figure, ABCDE is any 
pentagon. BP drawn parallel to AC meets DC produced at P and 
EQ drawn parallel to AD meets CD produced at Q. Prove that 
area of ABCDE = area of ΔAPQ.

Solution. ΔPCa and ΔbCa are on the same base Ca 
and between same parallels bP || aC.

∴  area of ΔbCa = area of ΔPCa …(i)
Δead and ΔQad are on the same base ad and between same parallels eQ || ad,
∴  area of Δead = area of ΔQad …(ii)
also, area of ΔaCd = area of ΔaCd …(iii)
On adding (i), (iii) and (ii), we get
  area of ΔbCa + area of ΔaCd + area of Δead

= area of ΔPCa + area of ΔaCd + area of ΔQad
⇒  area of abCde = area of ΔaPQ.

Example 10. The diagonals AC and BD of a quadrilateral ABCD intersect at O in such a way that 
area of D OAD = area of  D OBC. Prove that ABCD is a trapezium.

Solution. draw dm ⊥ ab and CN ⊥ ab.
as dm and CN are both perpendiculars to ab, 

therefore, dm || CN.
given area of D Oad = area of D ObC
⇒  area of D Oad + area of D Oab
  = area of D ObC + area of D Oab (adding same area on both sides)
⇒  area of D abd = area of D abC

⇒  1
2

ab × dm = 1
2

ab × CN

⇒  dm = CN.
Thus dm || CN and dm = CN, therefore, dmNC is a parallelogram 
⇒  dC || mN i.e. dC || ab.
Hence, abCd is a trapezium.
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Example 11. Prove that area of a rhombus = 1
2

 × product of diagonals.

Solution. Let abCd be a rhombus, and let its diagonals intersect at O.
since the diagonals of a rhombus cut at right angles, Ob ⊥ aC and Od ⊥ aC.

as area of a triangle = 1
2

 base × height,

∴  area of D abC = 1
2

 aC × Ob …(i)

and  area of D aCd = 1
2

 aC × Od …(ii)

On adding (i) and (ii), we get

  area of D abC + area of D aCd = 1
2

 aC × Ob + 1
2

 aC × Od

⇒  area of rhombus abCd = 1
2

 aC × (Ob + Od)

    = 1
2

 aC × bd

    = 1
2

 × product of diagonals.

Example 12. ABCD is a trapezium with AB || DC. A line parallel to AC intersects AB at X and 
BC at Y. Prove that: area of DADX = area of DACY.

Solution. Join Cx.

as triangles adx and aCx have same base ax and are 
between  the same parallels (ab || dC given,  so, ax || dC),

∴  area of Dadx = area of DaCx …(i)

as triangles aCY and aCx have same base aC and are 
between the same parallels (xY || aC given),

∴  area of DaCY = area of DaCx …(ii)

From (i) and (ii), we get

  area of Dadx = area of DaCY.

Example 13. XY is a line parallel to side BC of a triangle ABC. If BE || CA and FC || AB meet XY 
at E and F respectively, show that area of ΔABE = area of ΔACF.  

Solution. as Δabe and || gm ebCY have the same base be 
and are between the same parallels be || Ca (given), 

∴   area of Δabe = 1
2

area of || gm ebCY …(i)

as ΔaCF and || gm xbCF have the same base CF and are 
between the same parallels FC || ab (given),

∴    area of ΔaCF = 1
2

area of || gm xbCF …(ii)

but || gm ebCY and || gm xbCF have the same base bC and 
are between the same parallels (xY || bC given),

∴   area of || gm ebCY = area of || gm xbCF

⇒   1
2

area of || gm ebCY = 1
2

area of || gm xbCF

⇒   area of ∆abe = area of ∆aCF  (using (i) and (ii))
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 Example 14. In the adjoining figure, the side AB of a 
parallelogram ABCD is produced to any point P. A line through A 
and parallel to CP meets CB produced at Q and then parallelogram 
PBQR is completed. Show that

area of  || gm ABCD = area of  || gm PBQR.
Solution. Join aC and PQ.
as aC is a diagonal of || gm abCd,
   area of || gm abCd = 2 area of ΔabC …(i)
 as PQ is a diagonal of || gm PbQR,
   area of || gm PbQR = 2 area of ΔPbQ …(ii)
 Now, triangles CaQ and PaQ have the same base aQ and 

are between the same parallels aQ || CP,
∴   area of ΔCaQ = area of ΔPaQ
⇒   area of ΔCaQ – area of ΔbaQ = area of ΔPaQ – area of ΔbaQ
 (subtracting same area from both sides)
⇒   area of ΔabC = area of ΔPbQ
⇒   2 area of ∆abC = 2 area of ΔPbQ
⇒   area of || gm abCd = area of || gm PbQR  (using (i) and (ii))

Example 15. In the adjoining figure, PQRS and PXYZ are two 
parallelograms of equal area. Prove that SX is parallel to YR.

Solution. Join xR, sY. 
given area of ||  gm PQsR = area of ||  gm PxYZ.
subtract area of || gm PsOx from both sides.
∴  area of ||  gm xORQ = area of ||  gm sZYO
⇒  area of D 

 xOR = area of D sYO
(because diagonal divides a ||  gm into two equal areas)

adding area of D OYR to both sides, we get
area of D xYR = area of D sYR.
also the Ds xYR and sYR have the same base YR, therefore, these lie between the same 

parallels 
⇒  sx is parallel to YR.

Example 16. E and F are mid-points of the sides AB and AC respectively of a triangle ABC. If BF 
and CE meet at O, prove that area of DOBC = area of quad. AEOF.

Solution. Join eF.
as e and F are mid-points of ab and aC respectively, eF || bC.
∴  area of D ebC = area of DFbC.

(Triangles on the same base bC and between same parallels)
⇒  area of D ebC – area of D ObC

= area of D FbC – area of D ObC
⇒  area of D bOe = area of D COF …(i)
as F is mid-point of aC, area of D FbC = area of D abF

( a median divides a triangle into two triangles of equal area).
⇒  area of D FbC – area of D COF = area of D abF – area of D bOe [using (i)]
⇒  area of D ObC = area of quad. aeOF (from figure)

d C

a b P

Q R

a b

Q R

P

Cd

P x Q

Z Y

s
R

O

C

a

b
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O
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Example 17. In the adjoining figure, ABCD, DCFE and ABFE 
are parallelograms. Show that area of ΔADE = area of ΔBCF.

Solution. as abCd is a parallelogram,
   ad = bC (opp. sides of a || gm)
 similarly, de = CF and ae = bF.
 In Δade and ΔbCF,
   ad = bC, de = CF and ae = bF
∴   Δade ≅ ΔbCF (by sss rule of congruency)
∴   area of Δade = area of ΔbCF (congruent figures have equal areas)

Example 18. Triangles ABC and DBC are on the same base BC with A, D on opposite sides of BC. 
If area of D ABC = area of D DBC, prove that BC bisects AD.

Solution. Let bC and ad intersect at O.

draw am ⊥ bC and dN ⊥ bC.

given area of D abC = area of D dbC

⇒  1
2

bC × am = 1
2

bC × dN

⇒  am = dN.

In   DamO and DdNO,

  ∠ aOm = ∠ dON (vert. opp. ∠ s)

  ∠ amO = ∠ dNO (each angle = 90°)

  am = dN (proved above)

∴  D amO ≅ D dNO (aas rule of congruency)

∴  aO = dO (c.p.c.t.)

Hence, bC bisects ad.

 Example 19. In the adjoining figure, ABCD is a parallelogram 
and BC is produced to a point Q such that CQ = AD. If AQ 
intersects DC at P, show that area of  ΔBPC = area of ΔDPQ.

 Solution. Join aC.
 as triangles bPC and aPC have same base PC and are 

between the same parallels (ab || dC i.e. ab || PC),
∴    area of ΔbPC = area of ΔaPC …(i)
In quad. adQC, ad ||  CQ
 (  ad || bC, opp. sides of  || gm abCd)
    ad = CQ (given)
∴  adQC is a parallelogram, so its diagonals aQ and 

dC bisect each other i.e. dP = PC and aP = PQ.
In ΔaPC and ΔQPd,
    PC = dP
    aP = PQ
    ∠aPC = ∠QPd (vert. opp. ∠s)
    ΔaPC ≅ ΔQPd
∴    area of ΔaPC = area of ΔdPQ …(ii)
From (i) and (ii), we get

   area of ΔbPC = area of ΔdPQ.

d

a b
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e F
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N
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a b
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Example 20. In the adjoining figure, ABCD is a parallelogram. 
P is mid-point of AB and CP meets the diagonal BD at Q. If area of 
D PBQ = 10 cm2, calculate

 (i) PQ : QC
 (ii) area of DPBC
 (iii) area of parallelogram ABCD.

Solution. (i) since P is mid-point of ab, Pb = 1
2

 ab.

  but ab = dC  ( abCd is a ||  gm)  ⇒  Pb = 1
2

 dC …(1)

  In DPbQ and DCdQ,
  ∠ PQb = ∠ dQC   (vert. opp. ∠ s)  and ∠ PbQ = ∠ QdC (alt. ∠ s)
  ⇒ D PbQ ~ D CdQ

  ∴ 
PQ
QC

Pb
dC

= = 1
2

 (using (1))

  ⇒ PQ : QC = 1 : 2.
 (ii) PQ : QC = 1 : 2  ⇒  PQ : PC = 1 : 3 …(2)
   since the bases CP, QP of Ds PbC, PbQ lie along the same line, and these triangles 

have equal heights, therefore,

            
area of PbC
area of PbQ

PC
PQ

∆
∆

= = 3
1

 (using (2))

  ⇒ area of D PbC = 3 × area of D PbQ = (3 × 10) cm2 = 30 cm2.
 (iii) area of D abC = 2 × area of D PbC

(


 median of a triangle divides it into two triangles of equal areas)
         = (2 × 30) cm2 = 60 cm2.
  area of ||  gm abCd = 2 × area of D abC.

(  diagonal divides a ||  gm into two triangles of equal areas)
          = (2 × 60) cm2 = 120 cm2.

Example 21. ABC is a triangle whose area is 50 cm2. E and F are mid-points of the sides AB and 
AC respectively. Prove that EBCF is a trapezium. Also find its area.

Solution. since e and F are mid-points of the sides ab and aC respectively,

  eF || bC and eF = 1
2  bC.

as eF || bC, ebCF is a trapezium.
From a, draw am ⊥ bC.
Let am meet eF at N.
since eF || bC, ∠ eNa = ∠ bmN.
but ∠ bmN = 90° (am ⊥ bC)
so ∠ eNa = 90° i.e. aN ⊥ eF.
also, as e is mid-point of ab and eN || bm, N is mid-point of am.

Now, area of D aeF = 1
2

eF × aN = 1
2

( 1
2

bC × 1
2

am)

    = 1
4

( 1
2

bC × am) = 1
4

(area of D abC)

    = 1
4

(50 cm2) = 12·5 cm2.

∴  area of trapezium ebCF = area of D abC – area of D aeF
    = 50 cm2 – 12·5 cm2 = 37·5 cm2.
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Example  22. Prove that the area of the quadrilateral formed by joining the mid-points of the 
adjacent sides of a quadrilateral is half the area of the given quadrilateral.

Given. a quadrilateral abCd, and PQRs is the 
quadrilateral formed by joining mid-points of the sides 
ab, bC, Cd and da respectively.

To prove. area of quad. PQRs = 1
2  area of quad. abCd.

Construction. Join aC and aR.
Proof.

Statements Reasons

1. area of D aRd = 1
2

 area of D aCd
1.  median divides a triangle into two 

triangles of equal area.

2. area of D sRd = 1
2

 area of D aRd
2. same as in 1.

3. area of D sRd = 1
4

area of D aCd
3. From 1 and 2.

4. area of D PbQ = 1
4

 area of D abC
4. as in 3.

5.  area of D sRd + area of D PbQ

= 1
4

(area of D aCd + area of D abC)

5. adding 3 and 4.

6.  area of D sRd + area of D PbQ

= 1
4

 area of quad. abCd

6. addition area axiom.

7.  area of D aPs + area of D QCR

= 1
4

 area of quad. abCd

7. same as in 6.

8.  area of D aPs + area of D PbQ + area of D QCR 

+ area of D sRd = 1
2

 area of quad. abCd

8. adding 6 and 7.

9.  area of D aPs + area of D PbQ + area of D QCR 
+ area of D sRd + area of quad. PQRs = 
area of quad. abCd

9. addition area axiom.

10.  area of quad. PQRs =

 
1
2

 area of quad. abCd

 Q.E.D.

10. subtracting 8 from 9.

Exercise 13
 1. Prove that the line segment joining the mid-points of a pair of opposite sides of a 

parallelogram divides it into two equal parallelograms.
 2. Prove that the diagonals of a parallelogram divide it into four triangles of equal area.
 3.  (a) In the figure (1) given below, ad is median of D abC and P is any point on ad. 

Prove that
       (i) area of D Pbd = area of D PdC  (ii) area of D abP = area of D aCP.

R

C

Q

bPa

s

d
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   (b) In the figure (2) given below, de || bC. Prove that
      (i) area of D aCd = area of D abe (ii) area of D Obd = area of D OCe.

a

d e

O

Cb

a

Cb d

P

  (1) (2)

  Hint: (b) (i) area of D deC = area of D deb, add area of D ade to both sides.
 4.  (a) In the figure (1) given below, abCd is a parallelogram and P is any point in bC. 

Prove that, area of D abP + area of D dPC = area of D aPd.
   (b) In the figure (2) given below, O is any point inside a parallelogram abCd. Prove 

that

     (i) area of D Oab + area of D OCd = 1
2

 area of ||  gm abCd.

    (ii) area of D ObC + area of D Oad = 1
2

 area of ||  gm abCd.

d C

ba

P

d C

ba

O

  (1) (2)

  Hint: (b) (i) Through O, draw a straight line parallel to ab.
 5. If e, F, g and H are mid-points of the sides ab, bC, Cd and da respectively of a 

parallelogram abCd, prove that area of quad. eFgH = 1
2

 area of || gm abCd. 

  Hint: Join HF. aH = 1
2

ad and bF = 1
2

bC ⇒ aH = bF and aH || bF, so abFH is a || gm.

    ∴  area of D eFH = 1
2

area of ||  gm abFH.

 6.  (a) In the figure (1) given below, abCd is a parallelogram. P, Q are any two points on 
the sides ab and bC respectively. Prove that 

    area of D CPd = area of D aQd.
   (b) In the figure (2) given below, PQRs and abRs are parallelograms and x is any 

point on the side bR. show that 

    area of Δaxs = 1
2

area of || gm PQRs.

d C

Q

Pa b

  (1) (2)

a bP Q
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